Chapter 13
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

How Compatible Are
YOU
with
YOU?

Unlike in Chapters 7-11 (on pages 111, 119, 122, 126 and 132), in this
chapter, the focus is not on diluted vs concentrated signs.
Here, we are looking at your sun, moon and rising sign, however, you
can use either the diluted side of your sun, moon and rising OR the concentrated
side of your sun, moon & rising. Because regardless the side, it is all a balanced
part of your personological makeup. (Turn back to page 136 and re-read the
bold print). That is the reason why on pages 108-133 (chapters 7-11, pages 111,
119, 122, 126, and 132); no matter the diluted or concentrated sun sign, diluted or
concentrated moon sign, or the diluted or concentrated rising sign; it is balanced
with a totality of 6-that is: 3 diluted + 3 concentrated signs. That totality is a total
3 thinking signs + 3 feeling signs (as explained back on page 136 in the bold
print).
As explained in pages 96-104, “Planets” in the constellation are
representative of the characteristics imbedded within each human being on
earth-our “community.” Positive [and particularly of negative] within our own
earthly community, we tend to form opinions and beliefs about each other
without personally knowing one another. Ignorance (to not know/have
knowledge of or about) breeds prejudice. This “prejudice” creates blocked
energy, which in turn, creates conflict-as long as we remain “ignorant” about
one another here on earth.
Astrologically and personologically speaking, unfortunately, this
blocked energy can never become unblocked. Because your astrological chart
simply is what it is (and can’t be changed).
I’ll explain:
Because there is a sun, moon and rising sign within your astrological
makeup, it is quite possible that all constellations within you (your sun + moon +
rising signs) may not be “harmonious.” That is why it is very important to know
what your sun, moon and rising signs are-so that you are able to work with
yourself-to help you understand the reason(s) for this blocked energy that
create: strain, turbulence or disharmony.
On the other side of that though, there are some people with harmonious
sun sign + moon sign + rising signs.
If your sun, moon and rising signs are harmonious, you still need to
know what to do to maintain this harmony-as all relationships (no matter how
harmonious), require maintenance in order to work. It’s no different than the
work it takes to lessen disharmony, turbulence or strain.
There is nothing we can do to change the placements of the planets and
constellations in the heavens anymore than we can change their placement
during our birth (from whence our natal birth charts are derived). The only thing
we can do is study, learn and know them so that we can see what place they
have in our lives, and from there; work with and respect it-simple as that.
As we already know, the heavens rotate but even when they do, they
still remain certain degrees apart, which too, is a contributor to the reason for
harmony, strain or turbulence here on earth (between us and within ourselves).
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Learning the placement of your planet (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune or Pluto) within your constellation (Aries, Taurus,
Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius or
Pisces) is especially important to know about if they are placed at a turbulent/
strenuous/disharmonious degree. Why? Because it is your (sun + moon + rising)
chart = you (astrologically/personologically).
As explained in the prologue, there are things that separate us:
geography, race, color, religion, nationality, etc. Sometimes, these “degrees of
separation” apart can make us “ignorant” to that which is not “like” us. And as
a result, how we relate to one another can be harmonious or disharmonious. In
the heavens, planets and constellations are “degrees apart” like that (just the
same).
Our birth chart is a result of how we fell into their placement at the time,
day and year of our birth. Have you ever heard the quote: “anything born at a
particular moment in time will have the qualities of that moment in time?” That’s
basically what “astrology” is. It’s an intuitive science of study about a moment in
time that you and I “fit” into. The science and study of it super cedes us. But
per our placement (planets & constellations) it is believed that some aspects of
our personality are like that of the science. Obviously other factors such as our
environment, the way we were raised, our social class/socio-economic persons
etc., play a part in who we are as persons, but it is believed that astrology (and
our placement in it) does as well-factors as such as reasons why we are ha
rmonious or disharmonious .
With regard to this “Self-Compatibility” chapter, I will show you where
your: sun+ moon + rising sign’s are harmonious or disharmonious. Just like in life
where there is disharmony, there are steps we can take to bring about some
semblance of harmony by being who we are, changing who we are, or adding
light or positivity places where disharmony, dark or negative resides.
So, in this chapter, where disharmony is within the combination of your
sun + moon + rising sign; you may refer back to Chapter 3/page 82-91 to see
the light side and dark side characteristics for your sun sign, your moon sign and
your rising sign.
Also, (on page VII) in reviewing Table of Content’s chapters 7, 8, 9, 10,
11 12; you can clearly see reasons why (or why not) your sun + moon + rising
sign are harmonious. Because of Water + Earth -vs. Air + Fire | Masculine vs. Feminine | Dynamic -vs. Strategic | Positive -vs. Negative | Abstract/
Extroverted/Odd -vs. Concrete/ Introvert/Even | Subject Feelers -vs.
Objective Thinkers.
...It’s all right there under that part of the Table of Contents.
Carefully review which signs fall and fit into each, and you will fully
understand why the harmony or disharmony with of your sun + moon + rising
sign where your (astrological) “Self-Compatibility”is concerned.
Have fun:
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